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Date &
Time
Attendees
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Jonathan Coupland
Cicely Alsbury
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In Attendance

Aimee Mitchell
Alan Jones
Gareth Smith
Gary King
Jay Hooper

NLW

Co-opted Gov

JC

Co-opted Gov

CA
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HS

Attendees
Parent Gov (Chair)
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(Category of Governor)
Prior engagement (Principal)

Initials

AMI
AJ
GS
GK
JH

Initials

Sharon
Samuel
Julie Stevens

SS

Parent Gov

JZS

Foundation Gov

Alex Jackson

AXJ

Staff Gov

From
18:28

Absent without
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Initials

Capacity

Minutes to

Vice Principal

All Governors
Website
Notice board

Chair of Govs
Assistant Principal

From item 9

Assistant Principal

Item 6 only

Clerk to Governors

Agenda item

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Conference Room

Initials

Peter Rodgers

Apologies

Location

Introduction and apologies
Declarations of interest
Minutes of previous meeting
Matters arising and not on the agenda
Committee ToR
Teaching and Learning update
Post 16 Forecasts
Leadership Development
Yr 11 / Closing Gap
Curriculum
Attendance and Exclusions
Safeguarding
Policy Review
What Difference?
Next meeting

Led by

Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Jo’C
Jo’C
GK
GS
AMI
AMI
AMI
Chair
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Ref

TAVISTOCK COLLEGE
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE MEETING

Action or Decision

1413.1

Apologies received HS and Jo’C. CA indicated late arrival

1413.2.

There were no declarations of interest. Reminder issued to make
declaration if relevant.

1413.3.

Minutes of previous meeting 19.11.14 read and signed as true
record
New medical guidelines now issued; AMI to develop policy
Re-issue protocol for dealing with complaints/representations from
parents
Discussion around Committee Terms of reference.
Responsibilities and delegations appropriate for Committee,
although some wording (e.g. every child matters etc) is now out of
date. AMI volunteered to update terminology.
Decision: recommend FGB accept ToR, subject to updates on
terminology and policy reference. Prop: NLW, Sec: JS carried unan.
GK gave presentation on changes to Teaching and Learning, and
moving from the prescriptive-led process as required by the status
of the school, to a process which allows greater creativity and
individuality of teaching. Ensuring this is achieved with robust and
appropriate checks and balances is the challenge. Ensuring clear
links with appraisal, development and CPD is essential, as is the
correlation with targets, forecasts and results. Also ensuring
inspection-ready for ofsted and the changes they are bringing to
judgements. Process currently being trialled, review and wholeschool roll-out in September
Governors questioned the changes, with particular reference to:
 Methods of measuring effectiveness of teaching and
learning
Triangulated process, including book-looks with HoF providing
context
 Use of ofsted criteria, and being inspection-ready
Ofsted criteria used as the basis for this process
 How you can be sure all teachers understand
All teachers have the basic process set out on a bookmark, and
although the process is in trial, regular conversations are taking
place to review and refine. CA added that as a member of staff, she
feels involved in the development and decision-making around the
process and that gives her confidence in the classroom. AJa also
noted that it feels progressive, and that it will work
 Involvement of Student Voice
GK meets representatives from a different group every week. Views
are cross-referenced to other QA processes, and then he feeds
back to students in ‘you said, we did’ sessions.

1413.4

1413.5

1413.6

Owner

Date
Raised

AMI
JH

End term
asap

AMI

End June

Date Due
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1413.6
(cont)

1413.7

1413.8

1413.9

TAVISTOCK COLLEGE
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE MEETING

 Ways of judging parent satisfaction
Need to reinstate Parent Survey (ofsted template), then pick out the
areas we need to work on. Noted importance of using school
website to set out process clearly
PR keen for ofsted to be impressed with our approaches to parent
interaction.
AMI explained that a parental survey will be reinstated, and this is
an area to be in the remit of a new AP, currently in recruitment
process. Suggest the new appointee presents to the committee in
the Autumn and provides a parental feedback/interaction report in
the Autumn term. This was welcomed
 How are teachers currently in need of improvement
supported and brought through, and how many do we think
we have in that category
Support and coaching elements of the process are brought into
play. There have been huge staff upheavals in core subjects
English, Maths and Science. Staffing now addressed, but there
must be attention to those faculties in the Autumn.
GK to conduct a review and balance test with results etc in the
Autumn Term, and will report early in 2016.
GK left meeting 18:54
Jo’C provided report, which shows attendance good and
attainment slightly above target.
AMI noted that IAG to Yr 11 needs attention, and the qualification
offer must be reviewed, particularly in light of staffing and student
levels over the next 3 – 5 years. This will be presented in the
Autumn term
Governors questioned the interventions which had taken place for
students with weakest grades
Jo’C provided a report, and CA gave feedback as a participant in
the programme.
All pleased to note the programme will be continued.
Governors noted their Thanks to Jo’C for the reports.
GS presented latest forecast data. Governors particularly noted:
 5A* English & Maths forecast well above 63% target;
readjusted locally to 70% which has proved an inspiration
 Closing Gap needs to be looked at in the context of KS2
entry data
 VA% looking very good
 Science faculty staffing upheavals have inevitably
impacted on students. However, those staff remaining in
the faculty have worked incredibly hard and could not have
done more to mitigate the circumstances. Governors are
extremely grateful to those staff, for their hard work and
dedication.
 Moderator has looked at Art, Geog, MFL and all looks good

AMI

10.06.15

End term

GK

10.06.15

January
2016

AMI

10.06.15

Nov 15
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1413.09
(cont)



TAVISTOCK COLLEGE
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE MEETING

Mathematics Methods/Applications (5 students) not as
hoped; the cohort has to run once started, but this will not
be offered to next cohort of high achievers

GS left meeting 19:34

1413.10

1413.11

1413.12

1413:13

1413.14

AMI provided overview of curriculum changes and timelines.
Feedback from HoF demonstrates excellent work in trialling and
embedding change in readiness for September
Governors to address any further questions to AMI by email
Attendance figures showed excellent results, governors noted
diligent approach by Heads of year, Sarah Morwood, the EWO and
tutors in achieving 95% attendance.
Progress with Yr 11 has been particularly good, with students
wanting to be in school and studying
This area will be assigned to a new AP post for future reporting
Exclusions remain low, with no permanent exclusions since 2012.
The Summer term has been the lowest yet, with the overall
downward trend continuing.
AMI presented the current processes in place around Safeguarding,
which have been reviewed in light of recent Ofsted judgement at
Callington. College already judged Outstanding, but no room for
complacency.
Handy-size procedure now provided for site visitors.
Action: AMI will extend annual safeguarding briefing to include
governors (Autumn term).
Action: Governors reminded to complete the online training module
(link via Jane Brown)
Governors asked AMI to provide a briefing on the kind of questions
they should be asking, if presented with a report of a significant
incident
Governors thanked AMI for the work in this area. They feel they can
have confidence in the environment, and higher attendance figures
help to demonstrate that students feel the same.
Decision: Admissions and Collective Worship policies approved for
adoption. Prop: JC Sec: AJa carried unan
Home Learning and Volunteers policies to be circulated for email
approvals, prior to FGB on 15th July
Confidence in safeguarding, and how every member of staff is
involved
Positive attendance to be celebrated
Impact of the curriculum changes on students
Student voice involved in driving improvement
Governors are considering the lifelong journey of students through
their education
Everything we have discussed this evening helps us to see that
students are safe and want to be here
Next meeting tbc
Meeting closed at 20:32

AMI

June 15

ALL

May 15

Autumn
Term
Asap

AMI

10.06.15

End term

GK / SS

June 15

end June
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